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Mobile radar observations provide insight into the types
of interference that can be expected in WSR-88D and
local television radar operations as wind farms expand to
locations closer to operational radars.

T

he growth of the alternative energy industry in the
United States in recent years has led to an increasing
number of wind farms nationwide. In 2008, the Department of Energy announced plans for the country to meet
20% of its energy needs through wind power by 2030 (U.S.
Department of Energy 2008); to meet this quota, an estimated 50,000 km2 of land and ocean will have to be utilized.
Although the bulk of the new turbines are expected to be
placed offshore, continental-based wind farms will occupy
an area estimated to be about the size of Rhode Island. The
expansion of wind farms has already proven to be problematic for the meteorological community, because turbines
can interfere with Doppler weather radar observations.
The nationwide Weather Surveillance Radar-1988 Doppler
(WSR-88D) network provides coverage to nearly the entire
continental United States at the level of ~10,000 ft (~3000 m)
(Crum and Alberty 1993), which means that almost all landbased wind farms will be within some range of a WSR-88D,
though many WSR-88Ds may still overshoot wind farms.
Wind turbines already built within close enough range of
these radars, however, have resulted in 

DOW7 at the Montezuma Wind Farm outside of Dodge City,
KS during the 2010 season of the VORTEX2 project. Photo by
Erin Jones.
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false returns in all three moments of the Doppler
spectrum: reflectivity, velocity, and spectrum width
(Crum et al. 2008). The farms are not filtered out as
ground clutter, which is assumed to be stationary,
because working turbines have velocity signatures
associated with them (Vogt et al. 2007). The return
from turbine blades has resulted in both the appearance of extremely high (>70 dBZ) radar reflectivity
factor (hereafter referred to as reflectivity) values
and the detection of false mesocyclones by WSR-88D
algorithms (e.g. Burgess et al. 2007; Vogt et al. 2007).
Additionally, because the wind turbine clutter (WTC)
is not filtered out automatically, derived products
like precipitation estimates are also contaminated
(Crum 2010).
Two WSR-88D locations, in particular, have been
used in numerous studies of the impact of the turbine
clutter on Doppler radar operations (e.g., Burgess
et al. 2007; Isom et al. 2009; Vogt et al. 2007; Hood
et al. 2010). The Dodge City, Kansas (KDDC), and
Great Falls, Montana (KTFX), WSR-88Ds have experienced interference from wind farms located within
range of their sites. Data collection at the KTFX site,
which is 6 km away from a single wind farm, has been
impacted by multipath scattering and multitrip false
echoes, and Doppler radar measurements at KDDC,
which has two wind farms within its operational
range, have been contaminated by the false detection
of tornadoes from WSR-88D algorithms, among other
things (Isom et al. 2009; Vogt et al. 2007). Additional
problems elsewhere in the country may stem from
the placement of wind turbines on elevated ground,
which would enhance the amount of wind received
by the turbine but consequently create interference
with the radar at ranges that might otherwise be too
distant.
WSR-88D mesocyclone detection algorithms
and tornado detection algorithms identify potential
vortices by evaluating the velocity field and applying
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specific data thresholds (Stumpf et al. 1998; Mitchell
et al. 1998). The algorithms search for azimuthal shear
in adjacent beams and apply minimum strength and
aspect ratio thresholds to the data to eliminate weak
or outlying segments. Thresholds are applied in both
the reflectivity and radial velocity fields. Although
only the mesocyclone detection algorithm requires
a time association, both employ a depth criterion for
detection: 3 km for mesocyclone detection and 1.5 km
for tornado detection. The mesocyclone algorithm
has been triggered by WTC observed by WSR-88Ds,
and there is currently no automated method available
to remove this interference (Vogt et al. 2007).
Attempts to mitigate the effects wind farms have
on Doppler radars have mostly been successful
in removing the signatures created by stationary
turbines, which are filtered out like ground clutter.
Contamination from moving blades, however, is difficult to remove without also removing the characteristics of the weather occurring in the immediate surrounding environment (Isom et al. 2009). Automated
removal of WTC is important for the proper detection
of features as well as for the proper application of derived products, like precipitation estimation (Crum
2010). Although research on WTC mitigation is still
in its early stages for WSR-88D operations, wind
farms are likely to impact radar observations made by
other platforms, such as the Collaborative Adaptive
Sensing of the Atmosphere (CASA) network of small,
relatively low-cost radars (see Brotzge et al. 2006;
McLaughlin et al. 2009). This dense network of radars
examines phenomena in the lowest 3 km of the atmosphere, the primary region experiencing interference
from wind farms. Furthermore, nonmeteorological
radars such as those used for air traffic control have
also encountered mitigation issues with the advent of
wind farms (Perry and Biss 2007).
This study uses a mobile Doppler radar to examine
wind turbine clutter on a small scale within close
proximity to wind turbines (less than 1 km). These
radar observations are compared to the radar observations of a local television station and the closest
WSR-88D. Data from a clear-air day and a day with
intense rainfall and strong winds show a range of
environmental and operating conditions in which
wind turbines can create interference.
BACKGROUND. The Doppler on Wheels (DOW)
is a mobile 3-cm-wavelength Doppler radar with a
~1° beamwidth. It was developed for the collection
of high-resolution Doppler radar data at close range
to meteorological phenomena such as tornadoes
and their associated parent storms, hurricanes, and
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Fig . 1. DOW7 at the Benton County Wind Farm in
Indiana during DROPS (photo credit: Erin Jones).

location. The authors were part of two teams that
deployed the DOW on different days to varying locations in close proximity to the Benton County Wind
Farm (Figs. 1, 2), an 87-turbine installation located
just northwest of the Purdue University campus in
Indiana (Benton County Wind Farm 2008).
This research focuses not only on the observations of wind farms made by the DOW but also on
observations made by other regional radars. The
closest WSR-88D to the Benton County Wind Farm
is in Indianapolis (KIND) at about 105-km range,
and, because of its placement, the radar has not
been compromised by any of the existing Indiana
wind farms. KIND, like all radars in the nationwide
WSR-88D network, is a 10-cm-wavelength radar with
a ~1° beamwidth. The local Lafayette television station radar (WLFI) operates at 5.4 GHz and has a 5.4°
beamwidth (Federal Communications Commission
2011), obviously much larger than that of the DOW
or the WSR-88Ds. This difference plays a significant
role in the amount of wind farm interference observed
by the radars.
The amount of interference also depends on the
height of the radar beams relative to the turbines.
The height of beams above the ground increases with
radar range due to the nonzero elevation angles of
the radar scans and the curvature of Earth. Under
typical operating conditions (i.e., a standard atmosphere in the absence of significant surrounding
terrain changes), for example, a target 105 km away
from a WSR-88D, the approximate distance from
Indianapolis to the Benton County Wind Farm would

other phenomena for which finescale resolution observations are desired (Wurman et al. 1997). DOWs
have participated in numerous field programs in
the United States and abroad since the debut of
DOW1 during the Verification of the Origins of
Rotation in Tornadoes Experiment (VORTEX) in
1995 (Wurman 2001). Several educational deployments have since been undertaken by the DOWs,
some before the DOWs were formally supported by
the National Science Foundation (NSF; Richardson
et al. 2008). The DOW radars are now NSF Lower
Atmospheric Observing Facilities and can be requested from the NSF through an expedited process
for educational purposes (see www.eol.ucar.edu/
deployment/educational-deployments). A DOW
was deployed under this educational program to Purdue University for
the DOW Radar Observations at
Purdue Study (DROPS) in the fall
of 2009. DROPS was a field program
led primarily by students and was
part of the Department of Earth
and Atmospheric Science’s Radar
Meteorology course. During the
field program, graduate students
and senior undergraduates broke
into teams, prepared daily weather
briefings, and made decisions on
when and where to deploy t he
DOW. The students were taught
the basics of radar operation in
the course and, during the deployment, were responsible for using
knowledge they gained in class to
Fig. 2. Map detailing the deployment location of DOW7 with respect
determine appropriate scanning
to the turbines (represented by the green circles) (map source:
strategies for the given weather and
Indiana Geological Survey 2011).
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First deployment. The first DOW
deploy ment of interest was on
4 November 2009, a day with scattered clouds and temperatures
around 13°C at the time of the deployment (1743–1806 UTC) (Table 1).
The nearby Wolcott wind profiler
recorded southerly–southwesterly
w inds of ~5–10 m s −1 f rom t he
surface to 1 km during this period (Fig. 5). Accordingly, many
of the wind turbines were facing
south or southwestward. Clearair plan position indicator (PPI)
Fig. 3. Radar images from WLFI and KIND. The approximate locaand range height indicator (RHI)
tion of the WLFI radar is denoted by the pink square. Although
scans were conducted at close range
KIND overshoots the wind turbines [(right) shown by black dots]
(~0.5 km to the nearest turbine)
and samples precipitation returns, WLFI has enhanced reflectivity
with a pulse repetition frequency
signatures from the two local wind farms (circled in yellow) (source:
WLFI 2011).
(PRF) of 2500 Hz (Nyquist velocity
of ±19 m s−1; Table 2).
be sampled at approximately 1500 m AGL by the
The data collected on day 1 resulted in unusual
center of a beam at a 0.5° elevation angle, well above patterns of reflectivity and velocity (Fig. 6). In addithe height of the wind turbines (see Rinehart 2004). A tion to a high reflectivity return (~50 dBZ) from the
target closer to the radar, 15 km, for instance, would wind turbines, streaks in reflectivity, velocity, and
be sampled at a 0.5° elevation angle at approximately spectrum width extending along the radial behind
150 m AGL. With the maximum heights of wind tur- some turbines were noticed. Such patterns appeared
bines being, on average, between 100 and 150 m above in scans only up to ~4.5° in elevation; regions of high
ground level, interference with a radar operating with
a 1° beamwidth will most likely occur when turbines
are within 15 km of a radar location (Benton County
Wind Farm 2008). Furthermore, with increasing
distance the beam spreads and samples a larger volume of space; although here we have provided height
estimates for the center of the beam at certain distances from the radar, it is the entire sample volume
that impacts the power returned to the radar. The
Benton County wind turbines reach a maximum
height of 118 m with one blade pointing upward.
As mentioned previously, the KIND radar easily
overshoots the wind farm from more than 100 km
away, but the WLFI radar with its 5.4° beamwidth
is located approximately 40 km away from the wind
farm site, thereby enabling the wind farm to create
interference (see examples in Fig. 3). The DOW, at
a much closer range to the wind farm, samples the Fig. 4. Diagram (not to scale) detailing how the diswind turbines quite easily. These relationships are tance to the wind farms and the beamwidth of the
WSR-88D, WLFI, and DOW7 radars impact how much
more clearly detailed in Fig. 4.
FIELD EXPERIMENT AND DATA. DOW7 was
deployed by two different student groups in close
proximity to the Benton County Wind Farm during
DROPS: once on a clear-air day and once during
heavy precipitation and high winds.
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wind turbine interference is observed. The center of
the KIND beam is around 1.5 km AGL upon reaching
the Benton County Wind Farm; DOW7 samples the
individual turbines at various levels depending on their
location relative to the DOW. Depending on the scanning strategy of the WLFI radar, the wind turbines will
be sampled at various levels.
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Table 1. Roof observations on the four-story civil engineering building at Purdue University during both
deployments.

Time of observation (UTC)
Max temperature
Min wind speed (kts)
Prevailing wind direction

4 Nov 2009

17 Nov 2009

1750–1810

1500–1600

12.6°C

6.1°C

16

17

210°

60°

ref lectivity then appeared sporadically at 5° and impacts velocity measurements and derived products.
above. Spectrum width was also high in regions of KIND does not experience these interference effects
clear air but was much lower in the streaks behind because of its great distance from the Benton County
the turbines. In the Doppler velocity fields, azimuthal Wind Farm. Although the WLFI radar is affected by
velocity differences (ΔV) across adjacent beams of the Benton County Wind Farm, it has not experienced
as high as 30 m s−1 gate to gate were present in the similar multipath scattering issues in clear-air or
streaks behind the turbines. Because such segments precipitation scans, possibly because of its large beamof azimuthal shear occurred along extensive radi- width. The volume being sampled is so large compared
als, however, they did not have the signature of an to the turbines that any anomalous returns from the
isolated vortex (e.g., see Stumpf et al. 1998; Mitchell turbines are averaged into a single return of high reet al. 1998). Nor did the Doppler velocity returns from flectivity without any defining spikes, as is typically
the field of wind turbines exhibit random behavior, seen by the WLFI radar on clear-air days (Fig. 3).
likely because the operational wind
turbines were largely oriented at
the same angle with respect to the
mean wind. It would therefore be
reasonable to infer that the Doppler
velocity returns from a field of
similarly oriented rotating turbines
would follow a predictable pattern,
as was observed; radial couplets of
outbound and inbound velocities
changed in intensity and orientation as the angle of the radar beam
changed with respect to the orientation of the turbines. This occurs
because, excepting cases in which
the turbines are directly facing the
radar, the rotating blades would display motion both toward and away
from the receiver.
WSR-88Ds have experienced
similar interference on a larger scale.
Multipath scattering has resulted
in spikes of reflectivity beyond the
location of the turbines; however,
because of scaling, range, and beamwidth with respect to the target, these
extensions along a radial are not as
apparent in WSR-88D data as they
are in the provided DOW examples.
Fig. 5. Vertical wind profiles from the nearby Wolcott, Indiana, wind
Wind turbine interference in reprofiler for both deployment days (source: National Oceanic and
flectivity measurements thereafter
Atmospheric Administration 2010).
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Table 2. Scanning strategies for 4 Nov 2009 at 40.562°N, 87.224°W.
Scan type

Elevation range

Azimuth range

Azimuth/elevation rate

PPI

0.5°–15.5°

45°–135°

5° s −1

RHI

0.5°–15.5°

60°–90°

5° s −1

RHI

0.5°–15.5°

90°–120°

5° s −1

PPI

0.5°–15.5°

10°–180°

5° s −1

Second deployment. The second deployment of the
DOW at the wind farm was on 17 November 2009, the
day with the most extensive and intense precipitation
in the entire DROPS field study. This deployment
was slightly south of the 4 November location (see
Tables 2, 3). The temperature remained around 6°C
throughout the deployment (~1500–1600 UTC; see
Table 1). Winds recorded at the Wolcott wind profiler
(outside the precipitating area during most of the deployment) were easterly at ~5–20 m s−1 up to 1 km in
altitude during the period (Fig. 5). PPI and RHI scans
were conducted with a 2500-Hz PRF (Nyquist velocity
of ±19 m s−1; Table 3). The data recorded during the
precipitating deployment contain no streaks along a
radial; the wind turbines, however, could still be distinguished. High reflectivity returns (~50 dBZ) and
strong azimuthal velocity differences (ΔV ~ 30 m s−1)
were present in scans up to 1.5° elevation, above
which no further evidence of the wind farm was
apparent (Fig. 7). Although the second deployment

site was not as close to the wind turbines as the clearair deployment site, evidence of the wind farm was
expected in scans above 1.5° in elevation. It is likely
that precipitation scatterers overwhelmed the return
from the turbines in these conditions.

DISCUSSION. The patterns in the ref lectivity and velocity fields observed on the clear-air
day (4 November) may be attributed to multipath
scattering, a result consistent with the spurious reflectivity observed by multiple WSR-88D facilities
(KDDC, KTFX, and KTYX). Because of the proximity
of the DOW to the wind turbines, it is reasonable to
expect high power returns. There is a notable difference between the patterns observed in all three
moments on the clear-air day and the precipitating
day. One potential explanation for these differences is
changes in the wind turbine blades’ “angle of attack,”
or the angle at which the individual blades are tilted
in the vertical with respect to the mean wind flow
to generate optimal lift. It should be
noted that, for the purpose of this
discussion, the angle of attack is not
an idea of meteorological origin but
is instead a concept of fluid dynamics that may be used by wind energy
corporations to maximize the energy
generated from wind farms given
specific wind conditions (Lanzafame
and Messina 2009). For wind turbine blades, the optimal range of
the angle of attack that provides
the highest turbine speed is 1°–15°
relative to the wind direction (Tonch
2003). The standard angle of attack
is 4° for the most efficient windto-energy conversion. It is possible
that during the 4 November scans
the turbine blades’ angle of attack,
determined by the south-southwest
wind direction, caused the turbine
Fig . 6. (left) DOW7 0.5° elevation velocity and (right) reflectivity
blades to be oriented in such a way
scans on the clear-air day, 4 Nov 2009. Range rings are at 1-km
that their vertical tilt, with respect
spacing. Note the presence of the wind turbines at the highest power
to the radar beam, increased the
returned values.
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Table 3. Scanning strategies for 17 Nov 2009 at 40.534°N, 87.217°W.
Scan type

Elevation range

Azimuth range

Azimuth/elevation rate

PPI

0.5°–10.5° (0.5° steps)

360°

30° s −1

RHI

0.5°–10.5° (0.5° steps)

90°–270° (10° steps)

5° s −1

RHI

0.5°–30.5°

90°–270° (10° steps)

5° s −1

amount of power returned and therefore caused high
spikes in the reflectivity and velocity fields. This type
of blade orientation-dependent interference was also
noted by Isom et al. (2009).
The precipitating day (17 November) observations differed from the clear-air day observations
in that multipath scattering was not present. In
addition to the position of the DOW with respect
to the different angle of attack (which perhaps led
to a decrease in the blades’ radar cross section), the
presence of heavy rainfall understandably resulted
primarily in observations of precipitation targets
because the radar cross section of precipitation
targets would have dwarfed that of the turbine
blades. The DOW data confirm that wind farms
can cause velocity couplets and anomalously high
ref lectivity values in precipitation. Although the
high reflectivity values are not unexpected when the
DOW or any weather radar samples a large, solid
target, the velocity couplets are reason for concern.
Deployment data show the couplets do not extend

above the base radar scan, which may result in the
base couplet being flagged but may not enact the
detection algorithm. A WSR-88D, however, located
within its optimal range (~15 km) from the wind
farm may detect the turbines and, under certain
conditions, activate the detection algorithms. The
WLFI radar detects the wind farm in both clear-air
and precipitating conditions; this is partly due to
the wide beam of the radar and its distance to the
site. It is reasonable to assume that the WLFI radar
samples a sizeable vertical and horizontal portion
of the wind farm as its sample volume increases
with range. The averaged sample volume, which
includes reflectivity and velocity values from the
turbines, appears as if it has sampled a storm with
high reflectivity values in the region of the wind
farm, regardless of whether precipitation is in the
area. WTC is likely already posing problems to
other local television stations across the country
with similar Doppler radars, although the full extent of the problem is still unknown.

Fig . 7. (left) DOW7 0.5° elevation velocity and (right) reflectivity
scans on the precipitating day, 17 Nov 2009. The location of the
~30 m s−1 ΔV is circled; this turbine is approximately 5.5 km from the
radar. Range rings are at 1-km spacings.
aMERICaN MEtEOROLOgICaL sOCIEtY

CONCLUSIONS AND
FUTURE WORK. The deployment
of the DOW near the Benton County
Wind Farm in November 2009 resulted in the observation of features
that have been found in previous
studies on the impact of wind farms
on WSR-88D operations, including
multipath scattering and velocity
couplets that appear as isolated tornadic vortices. The clear-air day exhibited mostly multipath scattering,
whereas the main observations on
the precipitating day were of isolated
velocity couplets. In the DOW data,
the features are exaggerated, because
of the close proximity of the DOW
relative to the wind farms. The data
also suggested that the radar return
from the turbines, especially in the
case of velocity returns, may be affected by the wind direction and
the turbine blades’ angle of attack,
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which impacts the orientation of the turbine blades
with respect to the radar beams. Velocity couplets on
the precipitating day (17 November) were only present
in the lowest elevation scans, which may result in the
identification of a low-level couplet by the WSR-88D
detection algorithms.
As large-scale wind farms are still relatively new
in the United States, their impacts on the nation’s
network of Doppler radars and television station
radars have yet to be fully understood. Strategies to
mitigate the effects that wind farms have on WSR88D products and detection algorithms are being
discussed and developed, but the full range of problems associated with the expansion of wind farms
will continue to unfold. Current attempts to remove
the signatures of wind turbines from WSR-88D data
in particular operations have been fairly successful
(Isom et al. 2009), but these mitigation strategies will
need to be expanded to better filter out the WTC
under various circumstances operationally. The
authors expect the data collected during the DROPS
field program will be the first of many smaller-scale
observations of wind farms made intentionally or
by circumstance in the next few years; indeed, operations during the second phase of the VORTEX2
project were hindered by the presence of wind farms
at target storm locations, and some of the project’s
mobile Doppler radar data may contain wind farm
artifacts. It is the authors’ hope that such observations begin to highlight the need for a better understanding of wind farm impacts on the varying array
of Doppler radars and radar networks being used
operationally and in research throughout areas of
the globe where wind energy is an important power
source. The authors also hope that this work serves
to illustrate the importance of enabling students at
various educational levels in the atmospheric sciences to have the opportunity to participate in field
work and to engage in the investigation of current
problems in their area of study. Such programs can
not only prove to be an excellent learning experience
but may also create a foundation upon which further
research can be based.
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educating generations of future weather researchers and a
testament to Sanders’s legacy of teaching.
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